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ABSTRACT

Transcription co-factors (TcoFs) play crucial roles in
gene expression regulation by communicating reg-
ulatory cues from enhancers to promoters. With the
rapid accumulation of TcoF associated chromatin im-
munoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) data, the
comprehensive collection and integrative analyses
of these data are urgently required. Here, we devel-
oped the TcoFBase database (http://tcof.liclab.net/
TcoFbase), which aimed to document a large num-
ber of available resources for mammalian TcoFs
and provided annotations and enrichment analy-
ses of TcoFs. TcoFBase curated 2322 TcoFs and
6759 TcoFs associated ChIP-seq data from over 500
tissues/cell types in human and mouse. Importantly,
TcoFBase provided detailed and abundant (epi) ge-
netic annotations of ChIP-seq based TcoF binding re-
gions. Furthermore, TcoFBase supported regulatory
annotation information and various functional anno-
tations for TcoFs. Meanwhile, TcoFBase embedded
five types of TcoF regulatory analyses for users, in-
cluding TcoF gene set enrichment, TcoF binding ge-

nomic region annotation, TcoF regulatory network
analysis, TcoF-TF co-occupancy analysis and TcoF
regulatory axis analysis. TcoFBase was designed to
be a useful resource that will help reveal the poten-
tial biological effects of TcoFs and elucidate TcoF-
related regulatory mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION

The transcriptional regulation program that establishes and
maintains specific cell states in mammals is extremely com-
plicated (1). Studies have revealed that major regulators
of the transcriptional regulation program are transcription
factors (TFs), transcription co-factors (TcoFs) and chro-
matin regulators. TFs typically bind in a cooperative fash-
ion to distal DNA elements to regulate gene expression by
recruiting interactive TcoFs and forming physical contact
loops (2). Recent studies have also provided new insights
into TcoFs, which are crucial for DNA loop maintenance
and proper gene control. TcoFs play a decisive role in gene
expression through interaction with TFs, although they do
not have DNA-binding properties of their own. Increasing
evidence has demonstrated that dysfunction of TcoFs can
lead to aberrant gene expression and cause a broad range of
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diseases, suggesting that TcoFs may serve as potential ther-
apeutic targets (3–8). Thus, it is urgent to investigate and
unveil TcoF-mediated regulatory mechanisms. Importantly,
as a type of transcriptional regulator, protein activities of
TcoFs can affect the expression of downstream target genes
by indirectly occupying DNA regulatory elements, such as
promoter regions, enhancer regions and super-enhancer re-
gions. These specific occupancies have an important func-
tion in maintaining cell identity. For example, the TcoF Bro-
modomain Containing 4 (BRD4) recruits many enhancers
and super-enhancers, while its inhibition can suppress the
transcription level of super-enhancers and enhancers as-
sociated genes (9,10). In addition, some studies have also
found that upstream signaling perturbations further influ-
ence TcoFs and alter the expression levels of downstream
target genes. These studies indicated the importance and
widespread utility of TcoF-mediated regulatory axes for ad-
dressing key issues associated with physiological and patho-
logical processes.

Previous studies have developed several TcoF-related
databases to investigate the biological content of TcoFs,
which have provided valuable information for decoding
the biological functions of TcoFs. For example, TcoFDB
(11) stores a list of TcoFs in mammals and supplies infor-
mation needed to explore the roles of TcoFs. Some TF-
related databases also provide useful data for TcoFs, such
as AnimalTFDB (12), and ApicoTFdb (13), which offer
basic annotation information for TcoFs. Meanwhile, hTF-
target (14) is a comprehensive resource which focused on
predicting TcoF–target interactions from a huge set of
TcoF ChIP-seq data. However, until now, a comprehen-
sive database to depict comprehensive regulatory elements
of TcoFs has not been available. Given the development of
high-throughput techniques, chromatin immunoprecipita-
tion sequencing (ChIP-seq) has become an important strat-
egy for identifying the target genes and functions of TcoFs.
With the rapid accumulation of TcoF-associated ChIP-seq
data, the comprehensive collection and integrative analy-
sis of these data has become an urgent need. More impor-
tantly, integrative annotations and analyses will be very use-
ful for elucidating the mechanisms of TcoFs which under-
lie transcriptional regulation. Therefore, it is highly desir-
able to construct a comprehensive resource of TcoFs, which
provides the extensive annotations of TcoFs and associated
regulatory analyses.

To address this needs, here we developed the TcoFBase
database (http://tcof.liclab.net/TcoFbase), which aimed to
document a large number of available resources for mam-
malians TcoFs, and provided extensive annotations and
analyses of TcoFs. The current version of TcoFBase cu-
rated a total of 2322 TcoFs and 6759 TcoFs associated
ChIP-seq data from over 500 tissues and cell types in hu-
mans and mice. Emphatically, TcoFBase provided the de-
tailed and abundant (epi) genetic annotations in ChIP-
seq-based TcoF binding regions by processing and in-
tegrating large scale high throughput experimental data
and low throughput experimental data, including super-
enhancers, enhancers, transcription factor binding sites
(TFBS), methylation sites, common single nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs), risk SNPs, expression quantitative trait
locus (eQTL) and 3D chromatin interactions. TcoFBase

also provided TcoF downstream target genes by mapping
binding regions onto genomes using five methods. Fur-
thermore, TcoFBase supported upstream regulatory infor-
mation for TcoFs and various functional annotations, in-
cluding pathways, gene ontology (GO) terms, cancer hall-
marks, protein-protein interactions (PPIs), survival, expres-
sion and disease information. In particular, TcoFBase em-
bedded five types of TcoF regulatory analyses for users,
including TcoF gene set enrichment, TcoF binding ge-
nomic region annotation, TcoF regulatory network analy-
sis, TcoF-TF co-occupancy analysis and TcoF regulatory
axis analysis. TcoFBase was also a user friendly database to
query, browse, analyze and visualize information associated
with TcoFs (Figure 1). We believe that TcoFBase may be-
come a useful and effective platform for exploring potential
functions and regulation of TcoFs in diseases and biological
processes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

TcoF datasets

A list of TcoFs in mammals was collected from TcoF-DB
v2 (11) and AnimalTFDB 3.0 (12) (Figure 1 middle-top
panel). Meanwhile, we collected 6759 TcoF-related ChIP-
seq datasets in different human and mouse cell and tis-
sue types for human and mouse from ReMap (15), EN-
CODE (16), Cistrome (17), and ChIP-Atlas (18) (Figure 1,
middle-top panel). To standardize the format and genome
version, genomic peaks in all ChIP-seq data were converted
to the hg19 (human) and mm10 (mouse) genomic versions
using the liftOver tool of UCSC (http://genome.ucsc.edu/
cgi-bin/hgLiftOver) (19). Additionally, we also provided
online liftOver tools to convert genome coordinates for
users. Users can substitute hg38 assembly information for
hg19 genomic regions and mm10 assembly information for
mm39 genomic regions.

Annotations of TcoF regulatory regions

Super-enhancers and enhancers. To annotate the poten-
tial roles of TcoF-associated regions, we obtained en-
hancer data from EnhancerAtlas (20), FAMTOM5 (21),
ENCODE (16), HANCER (22), DENdb (23) and ENdb
(24), including 14 797 266 human enhancers and 439 092
mouse enhancers (Figure 1 upper right panel and Supple-
mentary Table S1). Some databases identified enhancers by
high-throughput experimental data, such as FAMTOM5
(21) and ENCODE (16). Moreover, experimentally vali-
dated enhancers were downloaded from ENdb, which were
manually curated based on low-throughput experimental
data. Moreover, we collected H3K27ac ChIP-seq data from
Roadmap, Genomics of Gene Regulation Project, NCBI
GEO/SRA and ENCODE (25), which contained both
H3K27ac ChIP-seq and the corresponding input controls.
We ran Bowtie (26) for each H3K27ac ChIP-seq dataset
and all peaks were called using MACS (27). ROSE (10)
was used to identify super-enhancer regions. In addition, we
also downloaded human and mouse super-enhancers from
SEA (28) and dbSuper (29) (Figure 1, upper right panel
and Supplementary Table S1). In total, TcoFBase curated
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Figure 1. Database content and construction. TcoFBase has a large number of TcoF-related ChIP-seq datasets and abundant curated multi-omics anno-
tations for TcoFs. TcoFBase also contains analytical tools and multiple functions to browse, search, download and visualize TcoFs.

2 678 273 human super-enhancers and 11,609 mouse super-
enhancers.

TFBS. Studies have revealed that TcoFs contribute to
gene transcription by interacting with TFs rather than
by directly binding DNA elements. To investigate the co-
operative relationships between TFs and TcoFs, we first
used Find Individual Motif Occurrences (FIMO) software
(30) to identify the motif occurrences in TcoF binding re-
gions. Over 3000 DNA binding motifs for ∼700 mammalian
TFs were collected from Jolma2013 (31), JASPAR CORE
2014 vertebrates (32), Homeodomains (33), UniPROBE
(34) and Wei2010 (35) (Figure 1 upper right panel and Sup-
plementary Table S1). Motif-based TF binding sites within
TcoF binding regions were identified with a P-value thresh-
old of 1e–6. Second, we obtained 5 547 656 human TFBS
and 2 858 356 mouse TFBS from UCSC (19) and used BED-
Tools (36) to identify the intersected TF peaks within TcoFs
peaks as TFBS (Figure 1 upper right panel and Supplemen-
tary Table S1).

SNP/Linkage disequilibrium (LD) SNPs/risk SNP/eQTL.
To annotate the effects of SNPs in TcoF regulatory regions,
we downloaded 38 063 729 human common SNPs from db-

SNP (37) and used VCFTools v0.1.13 (38) to calculate SNPs
with a minimum allelic frequency (MAF) > 0.05 (Figure
1 upper right panel and Supplementary Table S1). Plink
v1.9 (39) was used to identify the LD SNPs (r2 = 0.8) in
five super-populations (East Asian, African, European, Ad
Mixed American and South Asian). A total of 264 514 hu-
man risk SNPs were downloaded from the GWAS Catalog
(40) and GWASdb v2 (41) and 2 886 133 human eQTLs
were collected from PancanQTL (42), seeQTL (43), SCAN
(44) and Oncobase (45) (Figure 1, upper right panel and
Supplementary Table S1).

Chromatin interaction/ DNase I hypersensitive signals
(DHSs). Chromatin interaction data (e.g. ChIA-PET 3C,
4C, 5C and Hi-C) are useful for understanding the pre-
cise regulatory mechanism between TcoFs and downstream
genes. We obtained these data from 4DGenome (46) and
Oncobase (45) (Figure 1 upper right panel and Supplemen-
tary Table S1). DHS annotation data of TcoF regulatory
regions were collected from UCSC (19) and ENCODE (16)
for 69 860 705 human DHSs from 293 samples and 9 802
229 mouse DHSs from 56 samples (Figure 1, upper right
panel and Supplementary Table S1).
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Methylation. Methylation data such as 450K arrays and
whole-genome shotgun bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) are
useful to understand the regulatory relationships between
the regulatory regions and TcoFs. We downloaded 30 392
523 methylation sites from 450k arrays and 166 855 665
WGBS datasets from ENCODE (16) (Figure 1, upper right
panel and Supplementary Table S1).

TcoFs target genes and TcoF–target network

We provided five different methods to identify the down-
stream target genes of TcoFs. First, we used a python
script from ROSE (ROSE geneMapper.py) (10) to annotate
TcoF downstream target genes in each human and mouse
TcoF ChIP-seq dataset (Figure 1, upper left panel). No-
tably, target genes obtained using three strategies of ROSE
(10) (overlap, proximal and closest) were combined and
collected. Second, binding and expression target analysis
(BETA) (47) was used to identify TcoF downstream genes
(Figure 1, upper left panel). BETA is a software package
that integrates ChIP-seq data of chromatin regulators to in-
fer direct target genes. BETA minus (47) was used here to
identify target genes by inputting bed format files of human
and mouse TcoF ChIP-seq datasets. Third, we performed
GENIE3 (48) to identify human TcoF target genes by in-
putting The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) cancer expres-
sion matrices (mouse TcoFs target genes were identified by
inputting FANTOM5 mouse cell expression matrices) (Fig-
ure 1, upper left panel). GENIE3 (48) is a random forest-
based approach to predict the strength of putative regula-
tory links between target genes and their putative regula-
tors. Fourth, we utilized the mutual information-based soft-
ware ARACNe (49) to identify human TcoF target genes
via TCGA expression data (Figure 1, upper left panel). Fi-
nally, we identified mammalian TcoF target genes by col-
lecting curated TcoF–target gene pairs from TRRUST v2
(50) (Figure 1, upper left panel). Importantly, TRRUST
v2 provided literature-curated TcoF–target pairs in humans
and mice. All of the TcoF target genes were embedded in
the current version of TcoFBase. We also defined the target
gene weight for each TcoF based on calculating the sum of
prediction methods. Users can perform hypergeometric test
between genes of interest and TcoF target genes to identify
the upstream TcoFs regulating the genes. The enrichment
significance P-value for the particular TcoF was calculated
as:

P = 1 −
x−1∑

i−0

(k
i

)(n−k
s−i

)
(n

s

)

where n is the number of TcoF target genes and k is the num-
ber of input genes, of which x genes are involved in the TcoF
containing s target genes.

Importantly, we constructed a human TcoF–target net-
work by merging the TcoF–target genes from the above
five methods. The mouse TcoF–target network was con-
structed by merging the TcoF–target genes from the above
four methods except for ARACNe. To ensure the high cred-
ibility of the network, we reserved TcoF–target pairs that
were supported by more than half of the methods. For hu-
man, we reserved the TcoF-gene pairs that were identified

in more than three methods. For mice, TcoF-gene pairs that
were identified in more than two methods were reserved.
Based on this network, users can locate the sub-network of
interest to find the TcoF mediated regulatory axes.

Functional annotations of TcoFs

To better illustrate the biological functions of TcoFs, we
collected more annotation information of TcoFs, including
TcoF associated pathways, gene ontologies, hallmarks, sur-
vival, expression and diseases from multiple sources. Briefly,
we collected expression matrices with the FPKM value of
human TcoFs from TCGA (51), GTEx (52), CCLE (53)
and ENCODE (16) (Figure 1, upper left panel). Moreover,
TcoFBase provides the TPM value of mouse TcoFs from
FANTOM5 (54) and the FPKM value of mouse TcoFs
from ENCODE (Figure 1, upper left panel). The experi-
mentally supported mammalian (human and mouse) TcoF-
disease associations were collected from DisGeNET (55),
GAD (56) and MGI (57) (Figure 1, upper left panel). Mean-
while, we obtained PPIs from BIOGRID (58). The detailed
information for 2,169 human and mouse pathways were in-
tegrated from a database of ten pathways, including KEGG,
Reactome, PANTHER, SMPDB, NetPath, PID, Human-
Cyc, CTD, WikiPathways, INOHstarBase v2.0 and Eu-
RBPDB (59–61) (Figure 1, upper left panel). Users can se-
lect at least one pathway database when using the online
analysis tool of ‘TcoF regulatory axis analysis’. In addition,
we obtained ten cancer hallmarks from Hanahan and Wein-
berg (62) and 31 GO terms from GO (63) (Figure 1, upper
left panel). We used a python package from GEPIA2 to ob-
tain TCGA cancer survival maps of TcoFs (Figure 1, upper
left panel).

DATABASE USE AND ACCESS

A search interface for retrieving TcoFs

TcoFBase is a powerful platform that enables users to
search, browse, analyze, visualize and download TcoFs of
interest (Figure 1, bottom panel). On the ‘Search’ page,
TcoFBase provides four query methods for searching TcoF
information, including ‘Search by TcoF’ (input a TcoF),
‘Search by genomic region’ (input a genomic region),
‘Search by target gene’ (input a gene official symbol) and
‘Search by TcoF family’ (input a TcoF family name; Fig-
ure 2A and B). In the TcoF query, users can input a TcoF,
and TcoFBase will return the detailed page of the input
TcoF. As a result, users can obtain the details of searched
TcoFs, including TcoF Overview, TcoF target gene net-
work, ChIP-seq based regulatory details, downstream tar-
get genes, upstream regulatory details, function annotation,
PPI, survival, expression and disease information (Figure
2C). In detail, in the table of downstream target genes,
TcoFBase provides the downstream target genes of TcoF
through five different prediction methods (ROSE, BETA,
GENIE3, ARACNe and TRRUST). For upstream regula-
tory details, the table describes TcoF upstream regulatory
regions, including promoter region, enhancer region and
super-enhancer region, and the detailed (epi) genetic anno-
tations within regulatory regions are also listed. Users can
click ‘Sample ID’ for details about each ChIP-seq sample.
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Figure 2. Main functions and usage of TcoFBase. (A) The navigation bar of TcoFBase. (B) Four inquiry modes are available. (C) Search results including
TcoF overview, detailed interactive tables of ChIP-seq information, upstream regulatory details, PPIs, disease information, annotation, expression, down-
stream target genes and TCGA cancer survival maps. (D) Interactive table with detailed information about ChIP-seq samples of interest and visualization
of peak annotation. (E) Detailed interactive tables of annotation information and ChIP-seq peak associated genes are identified through four strategies.
Network diagram about these regions is displayed. (F) Browsing TcoFs. (G) Genome browser. (H) An online analysis tools for TcoF. (I) Data download.
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TcoFBase displays ChIP-seq overview, ChIP-seq peak an-
notation and peak annotation visualization. For ChIP-seq
peak annotation, the interactive table describes the Peak ID,
genome location, size and detailed (epi) genetic information
in TcoF ChIP-seq regions (Figure 2D). TcoFBase provides
genomic annotations and the distribution of TcoF-binding
regions relative to TSS to visualize peaks using ChIPseeker.
Moreover, users can click ‘Peak ID’ to obtain detailed in-
formation about TcoF ChIP-seq regions. On the peak de-
tails page, TcoFBase displays a peak overview, statistics
charts and the peak-gene network. The peak-gene network
is provided through BETA and ROSE. In ‘Peak annota-
tion’, TcoFBase lists detailed (epi) genetic annotation in-
formation, including super-enhancers, enhancers, common
SNPs, risk SNPs, eQTLs, DHSs, LD SNPs, TFs predicted
by motifs, TFBS, 3D chromatin interactions, methylation
sites of the 450k array and WGBS. Meanwhile, we pro-
vided the hg38 and mm39 assembly version of each genomic
region. By clicking the conversion button, users can find
the corresponding hg38 or mm39 versions of these regions.
In addition, TcoFBase provides Pearson’s correlation coef-
ficients between TcoFs and their target genes in different
TCGA cancers (Figure 2E).

In the ‘Search by genomic region’ query, with the input
of a genomic region TcoFBase will identify TcoF ChIP-seq
peak regions that overlap the submitted region and output
a results table. Users can click ‘Peak ID’ to obtain the de-
tailed information about the peak. In the ‘Search by tar-
get gene’ query, users can submit a gene of interest and se-
lect the target gene prediction methods (ROSE, BETA, GE-
NIE3, ARACNe and TRRUST); TcoFBase will extract its
upstream TcoFs in the result table. Users can also select a
TcoF family in the ‘Search by TcoF family’ query. TcoFBase
can display TcoFs of this family on the results page.

User-friendly browsing and genome browser

The ‘Browse’ page is organized as an interactive table that
allows users to quickly search for TcoFs. Users can use
the sorting function and customize filters (‘Species’, ‘Fam-
ily’ and ‘TcoF Class’) to quickly search TcoFs. To further
view the detailed information for TcoFs, users can click
the ‘TcoF’ button (Figure 2F). TcoFBase uses the JBrowse
genome browser to visualize the regulatory information of
human TcoFs by customizing tracks of interest, such as
TcoF ChIP-seq regions, gene, enhancer, super-enhancer and
DHS (Figure 2G).

Online analysis tools

We designed five types of analyses to elucidate the mech-
anistic studies of TcoFs underlying transcriptional regula-
tion (Figure 2H): (I) TcoF gene set enrichment. Users can
input a gene set of interest, choose the species (human or
mouse) and set the P-value/FDR to perform TcoF gene set
enrichment. TcoFBase will identify upstream TcoF regula-
tors that are significantly enriched by hypergeometric test
in the highly credible TcoF–target network. (II) TcoF bind-
ing genomic region annotation. In this analysis, input of ge-
nomic region(s) in bed format will identify the TcoFs that
can bind to input genomic region(s). (III) TcoF regulatory

network analysis. Users can submit a gene list to extract a
TcoF-mediated regulatory network from the highly credible
TcoF–target network. The TcoF-mediated regulatory net-
work consists of submitted genes and their regulated TcoFs.
(IV) TcoF–TF co-occupancy analysis. Users can submit a
TcoF–TF pair or individual TcoF/TF(s) of interest and
choose the species (human or mouse) to identify the TcoF-
TF pair(s) with the same DNA binding loci. Users can set
different statistical thresholds to control for false positiv-
ity by the ‘FIMO’ option. (V) TcoF regulatory axis analysis.
Users can input gene(s) of interest and users select at least
one pathway database. TcoFBase will then identify signif-
icantly enriched pathways in which terminal downstream
genes are TcoFs.

Data download

TcoFBase supported download of TcoF-associated files, in-
cluding ‘TcoF information’, ‘TcoF ChIP-seq data informa-
tion’, ‘TcoF ChIP-seq samples of different genome versions’
and ‘TcoF downstream target genes’ (Figure 2I). In addi-
tion, the database supported the packaged downloads of
all TcoF ChIP-seq samples and TcoF downstream target
genes. Meanwhile, we also provided download of anno-
tation information, such as PPI, pathway, disease, super-
enhancer, enhancer, common SNP, risk SNP, eQTL and
DHS. TcoFBase supported export for all data tables in
TcoF detail pages, search results and analysis results.

Case study

Case study of BRD4. To illustrate how to use TcoFBase,
we used TcoF ‘BRD4’ as input for ‘Search by TcoF’. BRD4
has been demonstrated to play a crucial role in transcrip-
tional regulation during tumorigenesis and embryogenesis.
On the results page, users first obtain the overview infor-
mation for BRD4, including basic gene annotations, up-
stream regulatory elements (promoter, enhancer and super-
enhancer) and the target gene network (Figure 3A). Here,
we also provide the detailed weights of the target genes in
the table of ‘Downstream target genes’. Intriguingly, some
known target genes of BRD4 such as NANOG, MYOD1
and POU5F1 were identified in this search as highly con-
vincing targets with high weights (64–66), suggesting the
potential of using TcoFBase for the identification of TcoF
target genes (Figure 3B).

Second, TcoFBase provides upstream regulatory infor-
mation for BRD4, annotation of BRD4 and disease infor-
mation for BRD4. In the upstream regulatory aspect, TcoF-
Base displays abundant (epi) genetics annotations of TcoF
upstream regulatory regions. For instance, the TFBS of two
TFs, GATA1 and SRF, were found to bind the upstream
super-enhancer regions of BRD4 and regulate the expres-
sion of BRD4. GATA1 and SRF were previously validated
as upstream regulators of BRD4 (Figure 3C upper left ta-
ble) (67). Importantly, TcoFBase has the strong ability to
uncover downstream regulatory clues for BRD4 via pro-
cessing of BRD4-related ChIP-seq data. Users can click
‘Sample ID’ to obtain the detailed annotations of BRD4
ChIP-seq data (Figure 3D). Notably, as a result of the peak
annotation visualization of BRD4 ChIP-seq data, we found
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Figure 3. Validation results associated with BRD4. (A) BRD4 overview and BRD4 target network. (B) Downstream target genes of BRD4. (C) Upstream
regulatory information, disease and functional annotation of BRD4. (D) ChIP-seq information for BRD4, detailed information and visualization of peak
annotation about TcoF 00 21094. (E) Peak-target gene network, detailed interactive table of annotation information (super-enhancer, motif and enhancer)
of TcoF 00 210943517 and Pearson’s correlation coefficients between BRD4 and downstream target genes.
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Table 1 . Comparison of TcoF associated information in TcoFBase with other databases

Parameter TcoFBase TcoFDBv2 AnimalTFDB3.0 hTFtarget

TcoF (human and mouse) number 2322 1386 1995 Less than 200
TcoF ChIP-seq sample number 6759 – – Less than 1000
Region annotation

√
– – –

Downstream target genes
√

– –
√

Peak annotation visualization
√

– – –
Genome browser

√ √
–

√
Online analysis

√
– – –

GO Term
√ √ √

–
Cancer hallmark

√
– – –

Survival
√

– – –
PPI

√ √ √
–

Pathway sources 10a 2 2 –
Expression sources 5b 2 5 –
Disease information sources 3c 3 – –

aPathway were collected from ten resources: KEGG, Reactome, PANTHER, SMPDB, NetPath, PID, HumanCyc, CTD, WikiPathways, INOHstarBase
v2.0 and EuRBPDB.
bExpression matrixes were collected from five resources: ENCODE, GTEx, CCLE, NCBI and FANTOM5.
cDisease were collected from three resources: DisGeNET, GAD and MGI.

that more than half of the BRD4 binding peaks were lo-
cated in distal regions (>10 kb), which coincides with the
regulatory role of BRD4 in super-enhancer mediated tran-
scriptional regulation (Figure 3D right) (68).

Finally, TcoFBase also displays detailed information
for each peak of BRD4, such as downstream tar-
get genes, downstream regulatory information and Pear-
son correlation coefficients between BRD4 and down-
stream target genes across TCGA cancers. For example,
CXCL5 was identified as the target gene of BRD4 peak
‘TcoF 00 210943517’ (Figure 3E, upper left). In the peak
annotations of ‘TcoF 00 210943517’, we found that SOX2
was occupied at this BRD4 peak, which implied that BRD4
might regulate CXCL5 expression by cooperating with
SOX2 (Figure 3E, bottom left). Actually, previous studies
have demonstrated the cooperative fashion in which SOX2
and BRD4 regulated CXCL5 expression in glioblastoma
(69). BRD4 was considered to be a key regulator in super-
enhancer/enhancer formation. TcoFBase also identified a
subset of super-enhancers and enhancers that overlapped
with peak ‘TcoF 00 210943517’, suggesting that the regu-
latory mechanisms between BRD4 and CXCL5 were medi-
ated by distal regulatory elements (Figure 3E, middle and
bottom right). These results indicated that TcoFBase could
be used to explore the potential regulatory mechanisms for
TcoFs.

Case study of online analysis. In addition, we also pro-
vided two case studies of online analysis to verify the func-
tion of TcoFBase. We utilized differentially expressed genes
of breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA) as inputs for ‘TcoF
gene set enrichment’ analysis and the output table of signif-
icantly enriched TcoFs was showed in Supplementary Ta-
ble S2. As a result, EGFR was identified as the top en-
riched TcoF from the enrichment analysis results, which
was demonstrated to play key roles in breast carcinogen-
esis (Supplementary Materials and Supplementary Figure
S1). We also performed the same tests for heart failure in
mouse and found that Tnni2 was significantly enriched,
which is critical for heart failure (Supplementary Figure S2
and Supplementary Table S3). These results demonstrated

the availability and biological value of TcoFBase for TcoF
research.

DISCUSSION

TcoFs have been demonstrated to participate in transcrip-
tional regulation by interacting with TFs and maintaining
the DNA contact loops in mammals. Thoroughly revealing
TcoF-mediated transcription regulation networks is crucial
to understand the molecular mechanisms underlying physi-
ological and pathological processes. Some databases, such
as TcoFDB (11), AnimalTFDB (12), hTFtarget (14) and
ApicoTFdb (13), have curated the basic knowledge, anno-
tations and predicted target for a large number of TcoFs.
However, a comprehensive regulatory database for TcoFs
has not been built. Meanwhile, the rapid release of TcoF-
associated ChIP-seq data has enabled us to find the target
genes of TcoFs and construct a TcoF related global regula-
tory network. Based on the urgent need and available reg-
ulatory data, we developed TcoFBase to document mam-
malians TcoFs, and provide annotations and enrichment
analyses of TcoFs. The current version of TcoFBase has in-
corporated a total of 2322 TcoFs and 6759 TcoF- associ-
ated ChIP-seq data from over 500 tissues and cell types in
humans and mice. Table 1 compares TcoFBase with previ-
ous TcoF-related databases for TcoF number, TcoF ChIP-
seq number and datasets source. As a result, TcoFBase is
advanced in multiple aspects, such as TcoF ChIP-seq data
scale and abundant (epi) genetic annotations in TcoF bind-
ing regions (Table 1 and Supplementary Table S1). More-
over, TcoFBase also supports upstream regulatory informa-
tion and multiple functional annotations for TcoFs. Over-
all, TcoFBase is an efficient resource for investigating the
regulatory cues of TcoFs.

As far as we know, TcoFBase is the first integrative re-
source to focus on unveiling the regulatory mechanisms
of TcoFs. Researchers can explore regulatory information
about TcoFs and perform TcoF-associated regulatory anal-
yses of interest. TcoFBase has multiple advantages, includ-
ing (i) comprehensive genetic and epigenetic annotations in
TcoF- associated ChIP-seq regions and user-friendly dis-
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plays on the details page; (ii) identification of TcoF down-
stream target genes by five methods; (iii) integrative annota-
tion information about TcoF upstream regulatory regions;
(iv) useful online analysis tools; (v) four search methods
to access TcoFs; (vi) user-friendly browsing and (vii) full-
featured detail pages containing disease information, sur-
vival and different functional annotations of TcoFs.

The current version of TcoFBase processed a large num-
ber of TcoF-related ChIP-seq datasets and curated abun-
dant multi-omics annotations of TcoFs. We compared
TcoFBase with other TcoF-associated databases for infor-
mation and functions, which showed the advantages of
TcoFBase. However, we did not use the same methods to de-
tect peaks of TcoFs and we also found that the regulatory
information for some TcoFs was not supported by ChIP-
seq due to lack of data. In future updates, we will collect
ChIP-seq samples of TcoFs to identify TcoF regions. Fur-
thermore, we will extend the scale of the regulatory datasets
and add more annotation information. We will also em-
bed more precise methods to infer TcoF-mediated regula-
tory networks and explore the functions and regulation of
TcoFs. In summary, TcoFBase is a user-friendly database to
query, browse, analyze and visualize information associated
with TcoFs. We believe that TcoFBase will become a useful
and effective platform for exploring potential functions and
regulation of TcoFs in diseases and biological processes.
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